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ABSTRACT

This study describes the modeling of start-up transients in Particle Bed

Reactors (PBR) for burst electric power. Two computer programs have been -

developed to analyze the start-up -process. The first program (named KINETIC)

analyzes the entire fuel element, calculating time dependent solutions for

power and the temperature distribution in the packed bed. The second program

(named SPHEAT, for j>p_herical Heating) calculates time-dependent temperatures

inside individual, cladded fuel particles. The two programs provide powerful

analytical tools for evaluation of material and geometrical options, power and

time constraints, and conditions that could lead to element failures.

INTRODUCTION

Start-up and control of a nuclear reactor are necessary procedures for the

operation of the reactor. In many space nuclear power applications, the

required time for start-up and power changes is short, requiring relatively

large changes in reactivity. These changes must be handled automatically,

requiring programmed decision-making and operation. In order to determine

allowable transient procedures, it is necessary to evaluate how the rapid

start-up and changes of power affect temperature distributions of the fuel

particles and coolant in the reactor core. The system is modeled with linear

first order differential equations, which are solved numerically with a

digital computer.DISCLAIMER
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OBJECTIVES

PBR's of the type considered in this paper are designed to meet four basic

objectives. First, they can integrate with space based SDI weapons. Such

weapons may be an electromagnetic launcher, a neutral particle beam or a

laser. Second, the system delivers full power in a few seconds. This time

scale corresponds to power out of the turbine. The reactor reaches full ther-

mal power somewhat earlier. Third, the PBR will operate at high power, hun- -

dreds to thousands of megawatts. The PBR is particularly attractive for such

applications, since its very high power density results in a compact light-

weight reactor. Based on particle bed experiments at Brookhaven National

Laboratory (BNL), a conservative estimate of attainable bed power density is

10 MW/liter (=10 kW/cc). Each fuel element in the core will then generate

tens of megawatts. Fourth, PBR's can run for the desired operating time of

the weapon, i.e. hundreds to thousands of seconds.

DESCRIPTION OF PARTICLE BED REACTOR

The PBR modeled here is a hexagonal array of fuel elements embedded in a mod-

erator and surrounded by a moderating reflector. The fuel elements are an-

nular packed beds of fuel particles, which are 500 um in diameter. These par-

ticles have a uranium carbide core, which is coated by two layers of graphite '

(an inner porous layer and an outer pyrolytic layer. The final layer of zir-

conium carbide covers the graphite layers. The packed bed of particles is

held between two porous cylindrical tubes (frits) to form the fuel element.

Coolant flow is radially inward from the cold frit, through the packed bed and

hot frit and axially out the channel forced by the hot frit. This arrangement

is shown schematically in Figure 1.



Similar fuel particles are commercially available and used in high temperature

gas cooled reactors. The properties of fuel and cladding materials in the

particles, appear well understood and can be accurately modeled.

SCOPE OF TRANSIENT MODELS

KINETIC - This computer model determines the required reactivity

insertion to achieve the desired rate change power of the reactor. The

reactor system delivers the specified power within the required period,

subject to temperature constraints. The model keeps a constant check, and

when power and/or temperatures approach their maximum value, excess reactivity

is reduced in order to keep parameters within tolerable limits. Reactivity is

then determined as a function of time.

SPHEAT - This second computer model solves the standard heat conduction

equation, which is a parabolic, partial differential equation in one space

variable. The power and boundary conditions are given as a function of time

and the radial temperature distribution is obtained.

DESCRIPTION OF EQUATIONS

KINETIC - The equations of the neutron density (or equivalently, the

power), the reactivity, the neutron precursor densities and the temperatures

of the fuel particles and the coolant are written for each section of the

reactor core.'



The core Is modeled as four coaxial cylindrical shells, each with ten axial

rings. The four general equations (listed below) become 87 specific equations

(for six precursors and an array of ten rows and four columns).

The fundamental Kinetics Equations are:

vx.c.u) m
i=i K '

dC (t) .

— .= — n(t) - A C.(t) (2)
dt 2.

where
n(t) is the neutron density

g
i is the fractional yield of the 1th precursor

8T=T Si

K(t) is the reactivity in dollars (units of B_)

I is the reproduction time (i.e., the mean time for one neutron to

produce another prompt neutron or precursor in fission.

C. is the number of precursors of type i,

A. is the mean decay rate of precursors of type i.

The equation of the time derivative of the fuel temperature is:

(3)
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dt dt



and the eauation of the coolant temperature is:

p? . V c. CC dT. . -w.C CC

1,3 i,j i,.i = i

dt

Uf Af . / T
f .-TC .) (4)

The terms used are defined as follows:

i,j Axial and radial positions of the core element, respectively

(used as subscripts) '

f,c Fuel and coolant (used as superscripts)

V Volume

C Specific heat

T Temperature

w Coolant mass flow, which is set proportional to the power of the

reactor.

U Heat transfer coefficient

A Total surface area of fuel particles

Y A constant which relates the power to the neutron density

c
p Coolant density



SPHEAT - The individual fuel particle, with cladding, is modeled as

spherically symmetric. The heat conduction equation, in spherical

coordinates, is:

pC — = — — [Xr2 — |+ S, with definitions: (5)
r2 3r \ 3r

p density

C specific heat

T temperature

t time

r radial coordinate

K thermal conductivity

S heat source

METHOD OF SOLUTION

KINETIC: The coupled set of equations contains terms which are rapidly

varying with time (due to prompt neutrons) and other terms which are slowly

varying (due to precursor neutrons). Consequently, the equations are

considered "stiff" and are solved using Gear's Method. The program

(integrator), which solves the equations, requires the initial values of the

functions and the values of their derivatives at any point in time. It

integrates the functions stepwise and obtains the solutions at the given

endpoint. The results (given as a function of time) are the values of the

neutron density (or power density), precursor density, and temperatures of the

fuel and coolant (by position).



SPHEAT - This single equation includes dimensions and properties of

various materials. The power and boundary conditions (temperatures and

enthalpies of coolant as a function of time) are given. The unknown tempera-

tures are found by again using Gear's method.

MODEL RESULTS

a. KINETIC Results - Asymptotic Behavior

KINETIC - The temperatures of the fuel and coolant, after the tran-

sient, asymptotically reached a steady state. In a test case, the values cal-

culated in KINETIC agreed to within about 0 '07, of the steady state calcula-

tions, which were carried out independently using an entirely different

computer code.

b. KINETIC Results - Transient Behavior

KINETIC was run for a second case, which involved a particular reactiv-

ity insertion rate without feedback. In the computer program, the power was

held constant when it reached the desired maximum value. This procedure will

he replaced by a more realistic control algorithm, which will monitor both the

power and the rate of change of power. The parameters used in the model are

listed in Table 1. The results are listed in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 2. '

In this case:

1. The power reaches its maximum value in 2.6 seconds after start-up when the

inserted reactivity is worth about SI.10.

2. The maximum equilibrium temperature is reached in 1.8 seconds after the

maximum power is obtained (2.6 + 1.8 = 4.4 seconds after start-up).



Note that even a simple linear insertion of reactivity allows a very fast smooth

start-up (4.4 seconds) to nominal output conditions without excessive tempera-

tures. More sophisticated reactivity profiles and control strategies will allow

even faster start-up if desired.

c. SPHEAT Results - Asymptotic Behavior

SPHEAT was run for a comparable case. The cases are not identical since

SPHEAT models a cladded particle and KINETIC models a homogenized material. The

particle has a fuel kernel, a PyC inner cladding and a ZrC outer cladding. The

parameters are listed in Table 1, together with those used in KINETIC. Note

that the values of p and Cp used in KINETIC are the volume averaged values of

the separate materials.

In order to test the program, a SPHEAT run was made for a homogenized particle

with the density and specific heat used in the KINETIC program. The results

were compared with the analytical solution given in Cars law and Jaeger,

"Conduction of Heat in Solids," Oxford University Press, 1978.

The solution is (page 243, Eq. 6):

AT = i_ (.*-**) + J ! f ! I 142! Sin ̂  e( ) 4 ? ,
6K KirJr n=»l n3 a a2 ( 6 )

w h e r e : K = —_
pC

r is the radial coordinate

a is the radius



Because of the small radius, the exponential term, with its large, negative

exponent is essentially zero and the solution' becomes:

S 2 2
AT = -— (a -r ), which evaluates as

6K

6.42 [l-(I)2] degrees Kelvin,
a

Note that there is no time dependence in the solution. That is, there is a

constant difference in temperature (6.42 K) across the particle as it heats up

due to the internal power generation.

d. SPHEAT Results - Transient Behavior

SPHEAT results for this homogenized case reach equilibrium at 4.1 seconds,

with the following temperatures:

Central 2051.28

Surface 2045.03

Difference 6.25K

which compares favorably with the value of 6.42 from Carslaw and Jaeger.

The SPHEAT program was then run for the actual cladded particle. The particle

reached temperature equilibrium in 3.4 seconds with the following temperatures:

Central 2125.

Surface 2045.



The SPHEAT results are listed in Table 3 and the temperature differences are

plotted in Figure 3. This gives a temperature difference of 80 K across the

particle. This is a conservative calculation in that the thermal conductivity

of PyC varies drastically according to the direction of the flow of heat with

respect to the orientation of the grains of the material. This calculation as-

sumed the flow to be perpendicular, representing a smaller value of the thermal

conductivity; which resulted in a higher temperature difference. This conduc-

tivity was easily changed to its value parallel to the grain. The resulting

temperature difference was 13 K.(compared to 80 K for the perpendicular case).

The actual value should be between those two extremes.

CONCLUSIONS

The two time dependent computer programs, KINETIC and SPHEAT, are powerful ana-

lytic tools. Their parameters can be easily changed making possible detailed

studies of material and geometrical options, power and time constraints, and

conditions that could i'ead to element failures.

In th-j cases studied, the large change in generated power produces a large

temperature change, over time, of the particles. However, because of the small

size of the particles and their very small thermal time constant, the
i

temperature difference across the particle at any instant of time is very

small. This small difference results in low thermal stresses in the fuel kernel

and the cladding materials.
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It is significant that even a relatively simple linear reactivity insertion

produces a smooth temperature ramp to full power (see Figure 2). Using more

sophisticated time dependent reactivity insertions, the ramp can be shaped over

a wide range of behavior.

FUTURE MODIFICATIONS

One of the important, purposes-"of the KINETIC computer model is to predict the

full transient temperature response of the fuel particles caused by the rapid

rise to power. It is planned to. directly integrate the conduction model of

individual particles (SPHEAT) into KINETIC, to yield thermal stresses and more

accurate temperature profiles. This information will further help determine how

rapidly the desired power level can be achieved, subject to L.. • constraints of

the physical properties of the fuel particles, and what time dependent

reactivity profile is required.
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TABLE 1

Parameters Used In PBR Models

KINETIC

SPHEAT

Minimum and maximum height

Minimum and maximum width

Radius of particle

Density of. particle'

Specific heat of particle

Thermal Conductivity .

Neutron lifetime

Coolant temperature - reactor inlet

- reactor outlet

Pressure

Packing fraction

Reactivity (S)

0.00 - 1.25 m

0.0157 - 0.0377 m

250 um

5662 kg/m3

1300 J/(kg-K)

25 watts/(m-K)

60 gs

300 K.

2004 K

6.08 mPa (=60 atmospheres)

0.65

0.35 * O.lOt (sec)

Material

uc2
fuel kernel

PyC
inner cladding

ZrC
outer cladding

Radial
Coordinates

[urn]

0-125.

125-200.

200-250.

P
[kg/m3]

11.7E3

2.2E3

6.7E3

Cp
rJ/(kg-K)]

200.

3000.

200.

K
[watts/(m-K)J

30.

3.

40.
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TABLE 2

Transient Behavior (KINETIC Results)

Reactivity ($) =J0.85 + O.lOt (sec) until full power is reachedl
[0.00 theceafter }

Time (sec)

0.0

1.0

2.0

2.2

2.4

*2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

3.0

3.1

3.2

3.5

4.0

4.4

Power(watts)

1.0.

0.116E3

0.876E5

0.714E6

0.807E7

0.450E8

0.450E8

0.450E8

0.450E8

0.450E8

0.450E8

0.450E8'

0.450E8

0.450E8

0.450E8

Maximum Coolant

Temperature (K)

320

320

320

321

342

568

741
I

941

1167

1393

1584

1729

1942

2000

2004 (equilibrium)

*Reactor reaches and maintains full power
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TABLE 3

Particle Temperature Distribution (SPHEAT Results)

Radius

0.0 (center)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0 (surface)

Time

2.45 Seconds

404

403

403

402

401

399

396

384

377

376

376

After Start of

2.55 Seconds

655

655

654

652

649

646

638

612

596

595

594

Power Rarap

r

3.35 Seconds' j

2125

2125 j

2123 j

2121 j

2118 I

2H5 tr \

2106 1

2073 1

2049 I

2046 J

2045 1

s I
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FIGURE 2
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